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The meeting was called to order at 3.20 p.m. 

AGENDA IT~ffi 39 TO 56, 128 AND 135 (continued) 

The CHAIRMAN: Before calling on the first speaker inscribed on 

the list of speakers for this afternoon, I should like to call on the Secretary 

of the Committee, who is going to inform the members of the Committee about the 

sponsorship of the draft resolutions. 

Mr. RATHORE (Secretary of the Committee): The following are now 

sponsors of the draft resolutions: for A/C.l/36/L.3, Jordan; for A/C.l/36/L.9, 

Federal Republic of Germany and Sri Lanka; for A/C.l/36/L.l5, Cape Verde and 

Kenya; for A/C.l/36/L.l6, Kenya; for A/C.l/36/L.l9, Congo? Guinea and 

Madagascar; for A/C.l/36/L.21, Rwanda; for A/C.l/36/L.26, Cor_go; fer A/C.l/36/L.27, 

Madagascar; for A/C.l/36/L.28, Romania~ for A/C.l/36/L.29, Congo, Rwanda and 

Ghana; for A/C.l/36/1.33, Ethiopia, Angola and Lao People's Democratic Republic; 

for A/C.l/36/L.35, Congo and Qatar: for A/C.l/36/L.37, VietNam and Ireland; 

for A/C.l/36/1.39, Rwanda; for A/C.l/36/1.42, Congo; and for A/C.l/36/1.44, 

Mauritania. 

Mr. ERSUN (Turkey): On behalf of 18 delegations, I have the honour 

of introducing the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/36/1.44 

concerning the review of the membership of the Committee on Disarmament. 

\ve have all certainly discussed and elaborated at length on this matter 

in the last few years. First, at the tenth special session of the United 

Nations General Assembly devoted to disarmament, it was agreed in the Final 

Document that 

" ... the membership of the Committee on Disarmament will be reviewed 

at regular intervals". (resolution S-10/2, part III, para. 120) 
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Secondly, at the thirty-third session of the General Assenbly, through the 

adoption of resolution 33/91 G by an overwhelming majority. the first review 

of the membership of the Committee ,;as deferred to the next special session 

devoted to disarmament. 

At that time, of course, the general feeling was that it was still too 

early for a review and we all foresaw a reasonable interval such as four years 

before action could be taken on this important matter. 

If I may briefly remind my colleagues, sponsors showed at that time a 

maximum of flexibility and understandinr, in preparing revised versions of 

their initial proposals in the light of various amendments, in order to 

arrive at consensus on the resolution. 

Likewise, to satisfy the reasonable concerns of so~e delegations and 

to provide sufficient time for the Committee on Disarmament to elaborate 

the modalities of the review of its membership, resolution 33/91 G asked 

for the inclusion of the question in the agenda of the thirty-fifth session 

of the General Assembly and not the thirty--fourth, as had been initially 

proposed. 

In fact, at the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly, the 

remarkable vote of 135 to none with 10 abstentions on resolution 35/156 I 

implied almost full approval on the part of all delegations for the very 

essence of that resolution and provided adequate grounds for the SDonsors 

of the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/36/L.44 to be hopeful 

for a consensus this year. 

In presenting the draft resolution at last year's session of the 

General Assembly, we stated that the Committee on Disarmament would have a 

last chance to make a '1detailed report'' on this subject to the thirty-sixth 

session. Now, while looking at the matter this year, we do actually have 

the expected report 1 but unfortunately, one has to admit, not in any 

satisfactory form or "1-rith any satisfactory substance. 
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In fact, in the 1981 report of the Committee on Disarmament 1re find 

less than a full page ·- or seven short paragraphs - devoted to this question. 

Out of those seven :paragraphs, the first three and the last t1ro are of a 

:procedural or factual nature_ Thus, the actual results of the 1-rork done by the 

Committee on Disarmament on this question are condensed into tvro short 

:paragraphs, namely, paragraphs 18 and 19 of the report. I should like to read 

the first of those two ·substantive:' :paragraphs: 

:In considerinG the 1,1odalities of the review of its membership, 

the Committee kept in mind :paragraph 113 of the Final Document of the 

first special session on disarmament, which declared, inter alia, that 

the neGotiating body for the sake of convenience should have a relatively 

small membership. The Committee also took into account :paragraph 28 

of the Final Document which says, inter alia" that all States have the 

right to :participate in disarmament negotiations, as well as paragraphs 

120 (g) and (h) of the Final Document.; (A/36/27 9 para. 18) 

UndoubtecUy ~ all of our colleagues noticed that when I earlier referred 

to :paragraph 120 of the Final Document, I was referrinG to the consensus reached 

to r'=vieu the membership of the Committee on Disarmament at regular 

intervals. Curiously, in paragraph 18 of the report of the Co1mnittee, the 

main references are to sub--paragraphs (g) and (h) of that :parac;ra:ph, vrhich deal 

with the invitations to be extended to non~member States. 

Furthermore, although the content of :paragraph 113 of the Final Document, 

namely, the neeu to have a sffiall meKberscip, t~s been explicitly 

mentioned in a restrictive clause, the reference to Daragraph 120 is no more 

than an allusion, vrith a number and two letters. 

The sponsors of the present draft resolution do not entertain any doubts 

about the sincerity and constructive approach of the members of the CorMaittee 

on Disarmamentc but in thier vieH, the formulation of Daragraph 18 appears 

someul1at discordant. I shall. of course. not dvell any lon,n;er on this unimportant 

technical drafting detail. However, it is evident that this ·substantial· 

:paragraph is no more than a referEnce to th~ final Document. 
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Allow me o then 0 to quote the only - and I would emphasize the word •:only·: -

remaining sc:J::stantive' paragraph, namely, paragraph 19 of the Cmnnittee v s 

report: 

::liany members were of the opinion that the Cmnlllittee 1 s present 

membership was adequate and representative of the world community of 

States, and that an expansion was premature as the Committee had been 

in operation for only three years. Some members expressed themselves 

in favour of a very small increase in the Connni ttee 1 s membership. The 

vievr was expressed that any eventual change ~n membership could take 

the form of either expansion, or reduction, or rotation of members 

vrithin the respective regions or groups. Hm·rever, many delegations were 

of the vieiv that there vras no strong reason at the moment for modifying 

the present membership. 1' (Ibid., para. 19) 

This marked tendency by the actual members of the Committee to 

prefer to conserve its present ccr:rosition is underPtandable. Houever_ as 

it stands, such a conservative approach fails to comply with the consensus reached 

in the Final Document of the first special session on disarmament. Although 

such an approach may be formulated or qualified in several ways, the sponsors 

took note of it by merely using the words ·'various o:ntions ·'and different vieus ,. 

in operative para,~ralJh 1 of draft resolution J..,_/C.l/36/L.44. 

It is appropriate at this point for me to quote from paragraph 28 of the 

Final Document : 

::All the peoples of the world have a vital interest in the success 

of disarmament negotiations. Consequently, all States have the duty 

to contribute to efforts in the field of disarmament. All States have 

the right to participate in disarmament ne~otiations. They have the 

right to participate on an equal footing in those multilateral 

disarmament negotiations which have a direct bearing on their national 

security. Hhile disarmament is the responsibility of all States, the 

nuclear ueanon States have the prir.1ary responsibility for nuclear 
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disarmament and, together with other militarily significant States, for 

halting and reversing the arms race. It is therefore important to 

secure their active participation .. , (S~l0/2, part II, para. 28) 

He >vould like to make tva remarl;:s here. First, in our opinion a four-year 

interval after the first special session on disarmament can be considered to 

be a nregular· 7 one. That was the understanding when this matter was discussed 

durin~ our deliberations at the thirty-third regular session of the General 

Assembly. Our second observation is that vre a,q;ree with the statement: 

:.The main reason for the star;nation of disarmament ne("otiations is the 

lack of political Hill on the part of certain States ... :; (CD/200, p.l) 

Based on all those considerations, the sponsors are submitting to the 

Committee a resolution identical to that of last year. Operative 

paragraphs 2 and 5 of last year's resolution, the forrrter askin8 the Committee 

on Disarmament to continue to consider this question and the latter requesting 

the inclusion of the matter in the agenda of the thirty~sixth session of the 

General Assembly, are deleted from the present draft resolution. Those are 

the only important changes. 

He have deleted those paragraphs for t>vo basic reasons: first, because 

further consideration by the Committee on Disarmament during the next six 

months, after the last three and a half years 0 >vould probably fall short of 

achieving a better conclusion to the revievr issue and, secondly, because we see 

no sense in cluttering up the agenda of the Committee on Disarmament in the 

short period of time remainin~ before the second special session on disarmament. 

Furthermore, we are not requesting the inclusion of the review issue in 

the provisional agenda of the thirty-seventh session of the General Assembly. I 

must say that this may be based on the somewhat optimistic assumption that 

a solution satisfactory to all will be found to this question at next year's 

special session on disarmament. 

The preambular part of the draft resolution is identical to that of last 

year o excepting that the third paragraph novr mentions General Assembly 

resolution 35/156 I as iTell as resolution 33/91 G. 
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Operative paragraph 1 takes note of the fact that at the 1981 session of 

the Committee on Disarmament, 11various options and different views were stated:' 

on the matter. 

Operative paragraph 2 is taken unchanged from last year's resolutions and 

paragraph 3 is once again a factual one taken, in a shortened form, from last 

year's resolution, implying the need to continue the invitation process. 

\vith the exception of those minor technical changes, this year's text is, 

then, identical to that of last year. It constitutes a restatement of the 

desire for a periodical review of the membership of the Committee on 

Disarmament, as 11as expressly stated in paragraph 120 of the Final Document of 

the first special session on disarmament. 

He remain confident in our belief that on the very question of principle, 

namely, the right of all States to take an active part in disarmament negotiations 

on an equal footing, ue have consensus among us. He believe, thereforej that 

't-Te have every right strongly to urge the First Committee to adopt draft 

resolution A/C.l/36/1.44 by consensus this year. 
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Mr. ROHULO (Philippines): Mr. Chairman, when I last appeared before 

this Committee, you were absent and the Vice-Chairman had taken your place. 

I want to avail myself of this opportunity, therefore, to congratulate the 

First Committee on having elected you as its Chairman and on having selected 

Yu~oslavi2. the country you represent, to the chairmanship of this Committee. 

Yugoslavia has a record of an independent foreign-policy and is really the 

founding member of the Non-Aligned Group. You, Mr. Chairman, with your 

diplomatic skill and experience, are really worthy of being the Chairman of 

this Committee. 

I am very happy this afternoon to be able to present the final report of 

the Group of Experts on the Relationship between Disarmament and International 

Security (A/36/597). The Group of Experts met frequently, beginning in June 1979, 

and I was honoured to serve as Chairman of that ten-member Group. 

The present study has its origins in resolution 32/87 C of the 1977 General 

Assembly, which requests the Secretary-General to undertake such a study and 

submit an interim report, and in resolution 33/91 I of the General Assembly of 

1978 which requested him to "expedite action for the continuation of the study11 

with the help of consultant expPrts. 

In his initial report submitted to the special session of the General 

Assembly devoted to disarmament, document A/S-10/7, the Secretary-General 

pointed out that an examination of the issues underlying the link between 

security and disarmament would be of value in connexion with a comprehensive 

programme of disarmament, inasmuch as at an advanced stage in the disarmament 

process, the adoption of further disarmament measures would become interwoven 

with the task of establishing and developing adequate machinery and procedures 

for keeping the peace and settling disputes by peaceful means. 11A closer 

study of the interrelationship between disarmament and international securityn, 

he concluded 0 "might therefore be of assistance to efforts to translate over-all 

~rinciples and priorities into a coherent, effective and realistic strategy 

In the report before the Committee, A/36/597, the Group of Experts 

appointed by the Secretary-Gene1al took his observations and charges very 
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seriously, and considered the various aspects of the question under the 

follovrint; chapter headings: 

I. The Detrimental Consequences of the Arms Tiace; 

II. Analysis of the Interrelationship of Disarmament and International 

Security; 

III. The Process of Disarmament and International Security; 

IV. Detente ancl International Co-~·operation as Neans of Strengthening 

International Security and Promoting Disarmament; 

V. The Relationship Between Specific Disarmament Heasures and International 

Security; 

VI. Disarmament, International Security and the Role of the United Nations 

in the Maintenance of Peace and in the Implementation of the System of 

International Legal Order and Security as Provided for in the Charter of the 

United Nations; and 

VII. Conclusions. 

The report carries within it a large number of most interesting points. I 

should like briefly to enumerate a few of the11. 

The 11paralleli3m11 betw·een disarmament and international security is 

stressed throughout the report. The view that the one cannot proceed to any 

substantial extent without progress in the other vras endorsed. It was recognized 

that as a first step towards the parallel achievement of substantial measures 

of international security and substantial measures of disarmament, progress vrill 

be required in the development of detente and confidence-building measures. 

The report notes that 11A fully functioning system of international security 

vrould bring about fundamental changes in relationships among States", and 

that they would be more willing to conduct their relations on a peaceful 

basis. The practice of regular, direct, high-level contacts is regarded as 

an important instrument for developing effective collective action. The 

Group of Experts calls for the full implementation of the security arrangements 

required in the Charter of the United Nations and, in particular, states that 

the agreements to be initiated under Article 43 "would provide the Security 

Council with the resources for the maintenance of international peace 
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and security !I It is suc;gested it "mic;ht be useful if l·lember States so 

•Tilling w·ould once again display their readiness" to conclude such agreements. 

Furthermore, the rer:;ort states that :7111easures to strengthen institutions 

for maintaining peace and for the settlement of international disputes by 

pacific means ... would facilitate further proc;ress in disarmament ... 11
• 

Particular interest 1-1as shmm by some, but not all, of the experts in the holding 

of a special session of tDe General Assembly on international security to 

develop the necessary balance in prosress between the two parallel areas of 

security and disarmrunent. The report states that achievinc; a state of reliable 

and lasting peace and security 11must include the full implementation of the 

security systeH of the United rJations Charter and general and complete 

disarma.nent ;7
• 

The Group of ;t;xperts addresses itself to the hope that the coming special 

session on disarmament will r,ive particular attention to those 1~1atters, and points 

out the value of and the need for a better flow of information as regards the 

role of collective measures in the implementation of international security. 

Specifically in this respect; the report stresses the role of the public and 

notes that ·;it is important the public understand that measures for disarnament 

and international security are linl;:ed, and that o consequently, the public should 

press for rapid and substantial proe;ress in both fields 0
• 

In conclusion, I should like to note that the Group of Experts emphasized 

the following: 

"ProGress in disarmament and in the strengtheninc; of international security 

must be looked upon as parallel means in the effort to preserve peace and 

:prevent war, . , , Parallelisr1 and co--ordination of measures in both 

the disarmament and the security fields are the only loc;ical and practical 

solutions for the problem11
• (P,./36/597, para. 43) 

If I may add an emphasis of my mm 0 I shall draw upon a stater•lent of the 

Group of Experts to the effect that '1there is room for more efforts 11 and that 
11the problems of clisarmament and international security and their interrelationship 

require persistent attention and consideration if Su~gestions are made regardin~ 

various forums in uhich that attention might be developed further. Hith that 

sentiment I wholly ac;ree. 
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This report is only a first effort by the United Nations membership to 

come to a clearer understanding of the security and disarmament relationship: 

it can only be regarded as a first general review of this difficult but rewarding 

question. In my vievr, it is imperative that these efforts be pursued~ 

particularly at a more technical and detailed level, now that the ~eneral 

principles have been essentially aGreed upon. The value of this report, as I see 

it, is that it has initiated a process which now must be vigorously pursued for 

the benefit of the global community and world peace. H'e need to know more about 

what kind of United Nations security system will prove acceptable and adequate 

to assure compliance as disarmament proceeds, and sufficiently effective to 

assume the burden of maintenance of peace as arms are dispensed with. '\ATe must, 

I think~ make an effort now to see that this work is continued in some depth in 

a suitable framework, 

In so difficult and complex an area, it is not surprising that the 

conclusions adopted by the Group in some respects fall short of the wishes of 

all n1embers of the Group. In particular, Ambassador Zenon Rossides has framed 

a complementary set of conclusions and recommendations giving stronger emphasis 

to ceTtain points. 

Having completed my presentation on the study on the relationship between 

disarmament and international security, I should like now to introduce the 

draft resolution related to it, bearing the symbol A/C.l/36/1.46. The draft 

resolution is along traditional lines and avoids any possible controversy. It 

notes the study with satisfaction and commends it to the attention of all 

Member States; it expresses appreciation to the Secretary-General and to the 

group of consultant experts who assisted him in the preFaration of the study; 

it invites all Hember States to inform the Secretary-General, no later than 

15 April 1982, of their views regarding the study; it requests the 

Secretary~General to make the necessary arrangements for the reproduction of the 

report as a United Nations publication and give it the widest possible 

distribution; it further requests the Secretary-General to transmit the study, 

together with the view·s of Ivlember States, to the second special session of the 

General Assembly devoted to disarmament, to be held in 1982. 
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In consideration of the vital importance of the subject of the study 

I have introduced and the uncontroversial nature of the draft resolution, 

I trust that it will be adopted by consensus. 

Mr. ROSSIDES (Cyprus): The subject matter of this study is of very 

great importance, particularly because 35 years after the establishment of the 

United Nations there has been no study about international security, even 

though the Charter is based on it. 11 International security" is repeated over 

30 times within the system of international security provided by the Charter. 

Now, this is a signally characteristic event. It seems as though - and we 

observed this today too - in many forums there is a reluctance to hear about 

or to act upon international security. The question is: why? \rle have had 

that experience even in the work on the study: why shy away from international 

security? Because international security implies law and order. And we do not 

want law and order. We accept law and order within the State or within the 

nation, but internationally we want it to be the law of the jungle. And we are 

now in a world of near-anarchy because the Charter, in view of non-compliance 

with its basic provisions for effective Security Council decisions, has been 

truncated in its main purpose - that of maintaining international peace and 

security, the very purpose for which the United Nations was established. 

Now, let me say one thing: progress in international security is halting, 

the reason is protracted lack of action, like holding back a child who wants to 

walk. The result will be a limping child. Therefore, I request the indulgence 

of Member States with regard to any lack of effective presentation of the 

important aspect of international security in the conclusions. The latter do not 

answer the purpose of the study. That is why I thought it necessary to implement 

what was lacking and needed, in order to make it a more complete presentation, 

as far as possible, of the conclusions, because most people will not take the 

trouble to give attention to the whole study. They will confine themselves to 

the conclusions. And if these do not reflect the purpose of the study entirely, 

then we find ourselves in difficulty. 
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l\Tmr, I uould advise llembers to read, if not all, at least the 

J?ertinent parts of the study relating to the relationship betueen 

disarmament and international security, 1-rhich are in chapters II and VI. 

ITou, as for the document that uas very kindly submitted by the Chairme.n 

of the Group, to whom 1re are very grateful for his efforts in this study, 

I uish to make the follouing basic points: the first is: uhat is the :9urpose 

of this study? Secondly, uhat are the findings of the study? Thirdly) 

what are the conclusions on the basis of those findinr.~s? That is vrhat 

a study should cover - the purpose, the findings and the conclusions. 

Let us see vhat the purpose is. This study emerc;ed from the special 

session on disarmament., not from a special session on international 

security. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to help promote 

disarma11ent throucsh international security. That is obvious. The study 

is intended to facilitate effective international security and must be 

approached from the aspect of compliance 1-rith the provisions of the Charter 

through the relevant system of international security. 
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But this systen is not respected; consequently, we have decisions of the Security 

Council with no effect. The main puruose of the study is to provide alternative 

means of security for nations instead of relyinf entirely on weapons in an 

escalating arms race. We feel strongly that this is the rational approach to 

the proble:r.J. - r'.akine: clear the interrelationship betveen international security 

and disarmament. 

In stating the principle that: 
11Genuine and lastinr, peace can only be created through the effective 

implementation of the security system provided for in the Charter of the 

United Nations and the speedy and substantial reduction of arms and armed 

forces, by international agreement and mutual example" (resolution S--10/?_. 

para. 13) 

the Final Document of the tenth special session on disarmament sets out in 

appropriate sequence the two essential elements for peace and security, and 

enunciates the interrelationship between disarmament and international security. 

This is not duly reflected in the conclusions. They have to be completed by 

my statement in this Committee as part of the report on the study. 

The necessary implication from this Final Document is that there can be no 

effective progress on disarmament without the implementation of the Charter system 

of international security and, conversely, that there can be no comprehensive 

international security without a halt in the arms race and disarma~ent. These 

tvro objectives for international security and disarmament should be pursued 

in parallel efforts. 

In face of the growing dangers from the arms race, the purpose of the study 

is to seek rational and effective means of overcoming it through the United 

Nations and to make relevant recommendations lacking from the conclusions. 

The study deals adequately with its main theme - the relationship between 

disarmament and internatio~ml security. In its Chapter II it states: 
11The Charter of the United Nations provides the basic framework for 

the relationship between disarmament and international security11
• 

(A/36/597. para. 36) 

Chapter II further elaborates fully on the subject and Chapter VI also deals 

with it effectively. Yet the conclusions fail to refer to this important part of 
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the study or to reflect their content. The reference in the conclusions of 

the Final Document of the special session on disarmament is to a part which 

deals with balanced disarmament measures (paragraph 29) and not with their 

relationship to international security under the Charter which is contained in 

paragraph 13. vle do not object to that reference in the Final Document but let 

there also be included in the conclusions the pertinent reference made in this 

Committee to paragraph 13 of the Final Document. 

This Chapter II refers to Article 1, paragraph 1, of the Charter which 

specifies the main purpose of the United Nations to be the maintenance of 

international peace and security. The study emphasizes that the principal means 

of realizing this purpose is collective measures of security. 

Why the conclusions are inadequate is a matter that I do not wish to enter 

into. They were drafted under pressure of time and they were almost left 

unfinished. In any case, the study is good and sound and should be followed by 

further studies on this subject because, as I said before, it is really 

astonishing that there was no attempt to carry out a study on this subject 

earlier and it would perhaps be advisable to look further into this vital subject 

for peace and security. 

The CHAI~Ulli: I hope that that statement by the representative of 

Cyprus will be taken into account when the Committee deals with draft resolution 

A/C.l/36/1.46, which is the draft resolution that refers to the study on the 

relationship between disarmament and international security. 

I should like to urge the sponsors of the following draft resolutions kindly 

to introduce them as soon as possible, today if they so desire: 
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I am referring to draft resoluticLS A/C.l/36/L.23, L.25~ L.27, L.30, L.32, 

L.34, L.35, L.37, L.45) L.l+6 and L.47. To make this point clear, these draft 

resolutions have not been introduced; perhaps the sponsors of some of them do not 

want to introduce them. But if they do want to introduce them it would be 

desirable for them to inscribe their names on the list of speakers because when we 

embark upon the process of voting we shall no longer have time for such 

introductions. 

Mr. ANDERSON (Australia): I wish to address the Committee on item 49 of 

our agenda, Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean. 

It would be misleading to suggest that the Ad Hoc Committee has conducted a 

round of successful meetings during 1981. It would, however, be correct to say 

that the Committee has passed through a particularly difficult and contentious 

period and that it has survived, thereby demonstrating that in spite of the 

enormous difficulties confronting it there remains a basic willingness to continue 

to vork towards the achievement of the implementation of the declaration of a zone 

of peace in the Indian Ocean. 

Last year the General Assembly adopted by consensus a resolution which, inter 

alia, called for the convening of a conference on the Indian Ocean in 1981. That 

resolution made it clear, however, that if a conference were to be convened this 

year 1t would first be necessary to achieve a sufficient degree of harmonization of 

views on the various issues related to the declaration of a zone of peace. 
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In addition" the resolution acknmrlec1cJ;ec1 that before a successful 

conference could be l:eld the political and security clime.te in the area 

uoulcl_ l~ave to be conducive. It 'liaS upon these points that the PJl I~oc 

Connittee suent much of its ti:rne this year until it became evident U:at 

there Fas not ar:reement that these requirements had been !Uet. 

Durinc; 1931 the Conmittee has been the scene of a number of 'lolemical 

exchanges u:L1ich:; al thouch unfortu.1ate, uere inevitable in the lir;ht of the 

security and political situation in the region. Althou~h these exchanp:es 

contributed little to enhancinc; the llrospects for the earl~r ir,1pler,lentation 

of the declaration, they did demonstrate the need for a greater de.::;ree 

of stability and understanc1inr~ in the region before a successful conference 

could be held. It is difficult to imac;ine hmr an international conference 

could be expected to succeed on such a sensitive issue as a zone of peace 

;rhen the jlj._Hoc Committee, uhicn haci. been created to uork touards that 

objective, spent so much of its time in polemical exchanges and experienced 

such difficulty in adopting its annual report and resolution. As l:ly 

delec;ation has continued to err1phasize both in tl;.is forum and in the (l.d Eo~_ 

Committee, a conference l1eld in the present political and security clil"~_ate 

uoulc1 be most unlikely to suceeed, uhile failure at such a conference uoulc-:. 

almost certainly eP-d the prospect of achievins a zone of peace, at least 

for the foreseeable future. 

I shall not d\vell on all the events which have affected the security 

and political climate in the area in recent years. These" unfortunately, 

are all too nUl,1erous. Dut it is -vmrth asldn::; hmr a conference coulo_ be 

e:::pocted to succeec~ Hhen one of the major Pouers, \Those CO· operation in 

the im}lleE1entation of e zone of peace iVOuld be essential, has invaded anc_ 

reno_ains in armed occupation of a non-ali~ned hinterland State. So long 

as that occupation continues against the vrishes of the f,fp:han people and 

in viola.tion of tl:e Charter of this Organization; the security and political 

cliuate in the rer:;ion r,mst rermin clouci.ed. 

It is also obvious that be:Lore a successful conference could be 

convened it 1rould be necessary for adequate ~reparations to be concluded. 

It is ha:;_~d to imac;ine that a conference of sue~: political sensitivity and 
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coverinc; so diverse an arer'. could succeed unless there uas a hiGh deGree 

of harmonization of vieus on the issues related to the ir·lplementation of a 

zone of peace. Both at and since the 1979 meetinG of littoral and 

hinterl::tn(l_ States of the Indian Ocean strenuous efforts have been nac1e to 

haruonize vie-vrs. Thus fa:r it is not possible to say that complete 

harmonization has been achieved on a sinc;le issue. Indeed, the f'l.d Hoc 

CmnmitteE> is still SOEle \·ray from reaclcing agreement on the fundamental 

issue of the li111its of the Indian Ocean Hhich would be inclucled in a zone of 

peace. There clearly rer,lains a considerable amount of uorl~ to be done before 

a sufficient decree of harmonization has been attained. The Australian 

delec:ation 1vill continue to play an active part in the worl~ of the 

C01maittee in helpin~ to achieve this result. Until it is achieved_. hovever, 

He consider tt.at it uoulcl be ;?remature to try to set the dates for a 

conference. 

On a J•tore positive note, Australia remains committed to the concept 

of a conference - a single conference uhicl~ uould have as its attainable 

goal the declaration of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean. Ue are hopeful 

that tt.e difficulties \·rhich the fv} Ho£_ Co:rnnittee experienced this year 

uill not be repeated at its sessions next year and that delegations -vrill 

be able to concentrate more fully and in a more constructive Hanner on 

the issues necessary to brin,3 about their cm:JHon c;oal. Greater consideration 

uill lc.r-.ve to be given to the objectives for the 1980s for the declaration of 

a zone of peace. For a number of years the Ad Hoc Committee l;.as proceeded 

on the rather loose assu1.1ption that resolution 2832 (:XXVI) of 1971 provides 

the sole uancl.ate on uhich the Con1Hittee shoulcl. proceed. But the situation 

in tlce uorld 0 and rJ.ore particularly in the Indian Ocean, has changed 

drar•mtically since 1971. 'rhe concerns of the littoral and hinterlan0. States 

of the rec;ion capnot be confined siuply to the escalation of gree.t-Pouer 

presence in the region, iroy::ortc-,nt and indeed fund8111ental as that 

preoccupation is. Events in the last 10 years have denonstre.ted all too 

clearly that the activities of many States besides the great Pm-rers need 

to be carefully considered,first by the M Hoc C01mnittee and eventually by 

a conference if a me2.ninc;ful zone of neace is to be established. It vill 

therefore be necessary ne:~t year for the Ad Hoc Comraittee to lool~ more 
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closely at its r,Iandate and to consider l:!mr this may best be developeJ. o.nd 

broadened to enable it more effectively to deal vri th its important task. 

The Australian delee;ation is eager to co. operate uitl:! other meli!bers of the 

Corunittee in examininc; this question. 

Lookinc nmr to the draft resolution before this body~ I eJ'1 

pleased to confin~ that it has the support of the Australian deleg~tion. 

It is a consensus document of the Ad II~ Committee, a docurnent uhich 

was arrived at only 1·rith great difficulty. In the vie1-r of my deleGation, 

the main thrust of the draft resolution is for the t_~ l.io<:_ Committee to 

continue consideration of the harmonization of vieus and the :)olitical an<l 

security climate in t:r..e area 1·rith a vievr to Givinc; consideration to the 

conveninc of a conference. .l\.s I have already stated,, it uill be necessary 

for the ~d IIoc Conrr1ittee to examine these questions carefully before finally 

agreeing on the dates for a conference. He remain concerned that a 

conference held prematurely uoulCI. frustrate the desires of all re,sional 

States to brine; about ~n effective zone of peace in the region. 

Before concluding my remarl;:s may I pay a special tribute to the 

Chairnan of the [l.d IIoc Committee~ JUnbassador Fonseka of Sri Lanka~ for 

his tireless and patient chairing of the meetines of the Ad Ho~ Cor~ittee. 

There is little doubt that i·Tithout his •rise guidance the AS~-_Hoc_ Coraraittee 

i-TOt~ld not have been able to arrree on a consensus resolution or even on fl. 

report. Ambassador ronsekais efforts have Bade an iMportant, indeed 

an indispensable contribution to the future functioning of the ~d H~c. 

Cor.JEli ttee. 

I shoul<.l also like to express iOJY delegation 1 s appreciation to the 

Secretary of the Cm.Jaittee, l.Tr. Kheracli, and to his staff, whose 

dec1icr,_tion has helped the Comnittee throuch a aost difficult year. 
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llr. .fi1EHZIES (Canada) : Today I w·ish to introduce, under agenda 

item 1~2, draft resolution A/C .1/36/L. 35, dealing with chemical weapons and 

nec;otiations leading towards an eventual agreement. I also >rish to make 

some comments on agenda item 49, concerning the establishment of a zone of 

peace in the Indian Ocean area. 

Before doing so, however, I should like to touch briefly upon the two 

studies treated under agenda items 51 (d) and 55 (c), dealing with disarmament 

and development, and confidencc-buildin~ measures respectively. 

On the disarmament ancl development study, Canada, in company with 

more than 20 other countries, has sponsored draft resolution A/C.l/36/L.2l, 

-vrhich proposes that the report of the Secretary~General dated 5 October be 

transmitted to the second special session devoted to disarmament for its 

substantive consideration and appropriate action. This draft resolution 

also recommends to all Governments the widest possible distribution of the 

report. A Canadian expert participated in the study, and Canada is proud 

of the contribution it is making to its dissemination through the production 

of a version of the report suitable for widespre~d distribution. A 

Canadian author is now working on this version. He have undertaken to assist 

in its publication in English, and possibilities are now being explored for 

its production in French. If, as I hope, arrangements can be made to publish 

a li'rench version in Canada, I 1vill ensure that the Secretary-General is 

informed by letter, vrith a request that copies be passed on to all Hember 

Governments . 

i!e believe that one findine; of the study in particular is of universal 

importance: that is, that military spending cannot benefit the economy of any 

given country any more th~n any alternative economic ende2vour. In other words~ and 

the study clearly shows that, for developed and developing countries alike, 

military spendine; represents a wastae;e of resources. Such spending does not 

e;enerate or contribute to the enhancement of capital assets: on the contrary~ 

such spending is in fact inflationary. Another important element in the 

study is its emphasis on a broad concept of security, "lvhich extends beyond 
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purely military relationships but addresses the problem of interdependence 

as a whole, particularly in its economic aspects. The study on the 

relationship betvreen disarmament and development~ therefore, represents a 

serious approach to a complex problem, and we are encourac;ed that it has 

produced such tangible results. In this, the Chairman of the Study Group, 

:Mrs. Thorsson, is to be commended for her role in bringing this enterprise 

to such a successful conclusion. 

riy Government, vrhich participated in the -vrork of the Group of Governmental 

Experts, 1velcomes the study on confidence~building measures nov before us in 

document A/36/474 dated 6 October 1981. It has the agreement of all the 

governmental experts who participated. Both the promptness of the study and 

the unanimity of its drafters are real achievements. This study has been 

conducted in a spirit of seriousness and prudence, as indeed the results 

attest. Confidence-building measures are measures vrhich raay make it possible 

to move to other measures, elusive up to novr) which do in fact limit the 

gro1~h of armaments or actually reduce existing armaments, but by themselves 

confidence-building measures are of little value. Therefore let us examine 

the report, conscious of its modest objectives and prepared,for its modest 

achievements. 

He believe that the only way to build confidence in the military realm 

is to reduce fear and suspicion about the military intentions of potential 

adversaries, and the way to do that, 1ve thinl~, is to open the door to the 

maximum not only on military activity but on military planning and thinking 

and even military philosophy or doctrine. The report before us stops short 

of recommending anything of this kind - which, in our vie1v, is unfortunate. 

Ue had hoped that in the field of military confidence-building the door 

could be opened vrider thc..n the very small cracL provided for European States 

by the Final Act of Helsinki. Nevertheless, one of the main points of 

interest about the study was that for the first time an international group 

examined the applicability of confidence-building measures beyond as well as 

in Europe and in the non-military as well as the military sphere. In our view, 

the military conclusions of the study are disappointing, since they leave 
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the question much where it already is in the eontext of the Conference on 

Security and Co-operation in Europe. There are also non-military confidence

building measures~ and their application to Europe and to other areas of the 

uorld deserves further examination anc1 study. 

Despite these reservations, my Government thinks that the exercise has 

been useful and the result valuable. The First Co1maittee should, in our 

vielr, recommend the adoption of the report by the General Assembly. We thinL 

the report is a valuable addition to the literature now existing on 

confidence .. building, and for this reason we support and commend to members 

of this ConLmittee the draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/36/L.23. 

I nm·r wish to turn to agenda item ~t2 and draft resolution A/C.l/36/L.35, 

dealing i·rith chemical vreapons and negotiations leading tow·ards an eventual 

agreement. 

It has been an established practice that the General Assembly each year 

adopts a resolution urging that uork be continued in the endeavour to make 

further progress towards a multilateral convention on the complete and 

effective prohibition of the development, production and stockpiling of all 

chemical vreapons and on their destruction. He believe it appropriate that 

such a resolution be reaffirmed again this year. For this purpose,the delegations 

of Japan, Poland, the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and Canada, in 

company i-Tith more than 30 other sponsors, represent inc; all regicn:J.l 

groupings, have jointly submitted draft resolution A/C.l/36/L.35 for the 

consideration of this Committee. 
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There are a number of developments vrhich have taken place since 

resolution 35/11~4 B of 12 December 1980 \vas adonted by consensus by last 

year:s General Assembly. This year, since the bilateral negotiations on 

chemical veapons between the Soviet Union and the United States have not 

yet resumed> the draft resolution which I am introducin~~ cannot, of course, 

refer to any progress achieved in the bilateral talks. In its stead, the 

draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/36/L.35. which is being 

introduce0 today" indicates in one of its nreambular ''~r~grar-hs the necessity for 

all efforts to be exerted for the resumption and successful conclusion 

of negotiations. both multilateral and bilateral. 

The draft resolution, furthermore, refers to the report of the 

Ad Hoc \forking Group on Chemical Ueapons to the Com.mittee on Disarmament. 

That report reccrr.mended. that at the beginninc; of its l <;'82 session the 

Committee should re-establish the :f\.9-_}I~.£. Harking Grour' on Chemical 1-rea:r_)ons 

uith an appropriately revisP0 mandate. The \'lords of the report are also 

reflected in the draft resolution being introduced today. 

The purpose of this c'.raft resolution is to embody a text 'ivhich can be 

ac;reed. by consensus. For many_ the text may not go far enough. For some, 

the General Assembly should Give direction to the Committee on Disarmament 

in an appropriate forl'l of 1-rords, more precisely to define the nature of the 

mandate of the Harkin~ Grou<J, li'or others, the draft resolution 

should be strr:nethened on the question of resuming bilateral 

discussions. As the text stands 9 houever" vre believe that both these 

elements have been suitably taken into account. 

The revision of the mandate of the Harking Group is properly a matter 

for the Committee on Disarr<J.ament itself and while we ourselves support such 

a revision, it is not desirable to have the purposes of a resolution in the 

General_ Assembly diverted through a discussion in this Committee over the 

precise relationship of the Assembly to the Committee on Disarmament. \i'e doubt> 

furthermore 0 if it is realistic to expect that progress can be "Trung out of 

the nec;otiations" either in the Committee on Disarmament or else1?here, by 

recourse to divisive vote, hmvever morally satisfying such a course of action 

mirrht be. 
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There is ,:;eneral agreement that the bilateral tall;:s bet1veen the Soviet 

Union and the United States should begin as soon as possible and vre believe 

that the lane;uage in this consensus .. ·seeking draft resolution should be such as 

to encoura:;e the tuo nec;otiatine; partners to move in this direction and not 

to put obstacles in the Hay) even if unintentionally, vrhich -vrould certainly be 

the consec,uence of any resolution or amendment not adol:)ted by consensus. 

In our vieH 0 any resolution vrhich is adopted by anythine; less than consensus 

in this criticetl area of arms control ;vould represent a, step back1vard" rather 

than foruard.. 

TJ.1is draft resolution is therefore conrr·lended to the consideration o:f 

all members o:f this Committee with the objective o:f reaching consensus on it. 

Such a consensus resolution would be a valuable instrument in support o:f progress 

touards the conclusion o:f an agreement on banning chemical vreapons. 

I should like noH to turn to item 49 o:f our agenda, the establishment 

o:f a zone o:f peace in the Indian Ocean area. 

Ey delegation is most pleased to be in a position to support the draft 

resolution iVhich has been approved by the !'\._?. _ _1~~.£. Committee on this item. The 

elaboration o:f a text -vrhicll has received the agreement o:f all 41~ members o:f the 

j\Q-_]I_?.c:_ Comrn_ittee is itself indicative o:f a general willingness existing in tl1e 

Committee to seek conciliation and compromise on this complex question. liy 

delee;ation uishes to pay a special tribute to the untiring efforts o:f the 

Sri Lankan Chairman o:f the Ad Hoc Committee" Ambassador Fonseka. His constant 

patience, often sorely tried, his imaginative proposals to overcome seemingly 

insurmountable road-·blocl:s and his unfailine; courtesy in adversity uere rewarded 

;vith success. Indeed" it is a source o:f satisfaction to my delec;ation that 

those qualities should have :found a response in the fed Hoc_ Committee -vrhen, during 

some difficult moments, :flexibility and a sense o:f constructive acco:rmnodation 

vrere deElonstrated by those delec;ations whose security interests are most 

immediately involved in the Indian Ocean region. 
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Fhile my delegation reco(Snizes that the draft resolution uhich uill 

al'l}Jear before us falls somevrhat short of realizincs the c;oals set by certain 

members of the ACLJ~.<::... Cornr,littee at the outset of 1981, agreement on its terms, 

nevertheless highlights a fundamental international reality. questions of 

security must be based on the consensus of all parties involved. Tais is an 

irnmutable feature of international relations for~ without consensus there 

can, of course. be no real security for all parties. The accomplishment of 

consensus in the Ad Hoc Corm,littee is all the more noteuorthy because of the 

large number of parties involved. 

The draft resolution 1-rhicll 1rill be placed before us vill emphasize the 

necessity to continue efforts for the necessary harmonizRtion of view·s on the 

remainin~ issues related to the convening of an international conference on 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. In the vieu of my delegation, harmonization 

is an organic :nrocess reo_uiring systematic effort, expert technical support 

and an evolvinr: degree of political vrilL 

It requires the identification, definition and general understandinc; 

of certain principles uhich are fundamental to the establishment of any viable 

concerJt of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean area. 1-~y delegation finds the 

folloving principles particularly important: first, ·the concept should be based 

on ·Droposals which emanate from and are agreed to by countries in the area 

concerned secondly" the conce:')t should apply to a well--defined and ae;reed 

geograrhical area> thirdly, the concept should conform vrith the universally 

recognized right of all nations to the free use of the hiGh seas and to 

over· -flic·hts: and fourthly, it should not infri11e;e on the rights of all States 

as recognized ln the United l'Tations Charter,to individual or collective 

self· defence. 

These principles" taken either singly or in combination, must undergo 

rigorous analysis of a lee;al and technical nature. This is what the process 

of harmonization is all about. It is the vie1-r of my delee;ation that the 

nrematureconveninc; of a high-level international conference before this 

process is completed could have serious adverse consequences for the concent 

itself. 
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!Tor do 'I·Te believe that an international conference should be convened merely 

to continue the process of harmonization~ it should be the culmination of the 

process of harmonization in order to arrive at some tar:gi1::le decisions 

rec;ardinc; implementation based on solld r,roundvrork to arrive at commonly 

accepted })rinciples. 

The Hark of harmonization pro:;;erly belongs to the ~_9-_HO.£. Committee on 

the Indian Ocean_ as has been stated in previous resolutions and confirBed 

by tl1e draft resolution before us. Indeed there are many devices which the 

Committee mir;ht adopt in order better to accomplish this task: variously 0 

informal comlili ttees of the 'lvhole an agenCi.a structured around more concrete 

topics, possible recourse to 1mrkinc groups, c;reater participation in the 

Conunittee 1 s work by national experts dealing with each one of the major 

princi::;>les and so forth. The mechanisms are many and known to all of us and 

I need not taLe up the time of the First CorrJmittee in elaborating them further. 

Hovrever 0 the critical point. in our view·, is to orG;anize better the 1vork of 

the Ad Hoc Conunittee to deal with the question of harmonization. 
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I should now like to say a few words concerning the mandate of the Ad Hoc 

Committee. The concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace is not itself 

unidimensional or sinc;le-faceted. It touches on a 11ide variety of factors~ and 

it is highly vulnerable - as Ke have sadly seen - to outside actions and 

influences. Thus, while General Assembly resolution 2832 (X1~I), which provided 

the original impetus for the J~r~ T-ioc Committee, retains certain valid elements, 

it should not in our view be the exclusive basis for that Conmrittee's work. 

The viability of a zone of peace cannot count just on controlled levels and 

types of armaments and military activities. To be effective, the concept itself 

must be situated within a broader framework of economic 9 social and political 

understandings designed to contribute towards removing some of the root causes 

of tension and insecurity: poverty, lack of mutual comprehension and 

communication, unequal treatment of individual dignity and rights, as well as 

other important concerns. 

He believe, therefore, that the mandate of the Ad Hoc_ Committee should be 

broadened to explore those elements which can make up the framework of the 

zone of peace and facilitate co-operation both within the region and betvreen the 

region and outside Powers. Indeed, any decision pertaining to the elements 

comprisinc; the framevrork for the concept of the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace 

should be made in the light of accompanying measures designed to improve trust 

and confidence in the region. In the view of my delegation, the creation of a 

mechanism for regional co···operation, including carefully elaborated and designed 

assurances, is an integral part of the total process of harmonization >·rith 

which the Ad Hoc Committee is entrusted. 

The dr.J.ft resolution before us also makes reference to the necessity for 

the establishment of an adequate political and security climate before any 

conference should be convened. After all, the concept of the Indian Ocean as a 

zone of peace is also the question of the political and security climate of the 

region. Accordingly, it is a source of deepest regret to my delegation that 

this climate was brutally shattered by the invasion by the Soviet Union of its 

neighbour, Afghanistan, in 1979. It is even more unfortunate that the violation 
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of Afghanistan 1 s territorial integrity and sovereignty continues today through 

occupation by tens of thousands of highly equipped Soviet troops. This has 

caused untold suffering to Afghanistan's inhabitants and has created a huge 

outward flight of refugees, which adds enormously to the burden of the region, 

in particular of Paldstan. Continued Soviet occupation of Af13hanistan 

constitutes a serious destabilizing factor for the security of the region as a 

\·Thole, and preparations for holding a conference must take into account the 

urgent necessity of restorinr; an independent and non-aligned Government in 

Afghanistan which genuinely reflects the will of the o0o~le. 

Nevertheless, throughout the coming year my delegation intends to work in 

a constructive and positive manner towards the realization of the concept of 

the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. As I have said before, this effort must be 

based on fundamental principles \vhich must be defined and elaborated in a 

structured and ;vorkmanlike fashion. These principles do not relate exclusively 

to military security questions. They must include the development of economic, 

social and political elements that can set the acceptable framework \·rithin which 

military and arms-control discussions can be more effectively undertaken and 

negotiated. 

This year the Ad Hoc Committee on the Indian Ocean has demonstrated the 

necessary flexibility \·rith Hhich progress can be undertaken. Let us build on 

this spirit of accommodation and go for-vrard in the quest of establishing a zone 

of peace, one not based on rhetoric and empty promises, but on a solid 

foundation of carefully -vrorked-out agreements based on mutual trust and confidence. 

r.Iy delegation vrill be pleased to do its part in the realization of that worthy 

endeavour. 

Hr. EILAH (Israel): I am speaking in the discussion of draft 

resolutions, and I -vrish to address myself to draft resolution A/C.l/36/L. 30, 

submitted by Iraq. 
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Preambular parts of draft resolutions usually explain why the General 

Assembly recommends to Nember States the employment of a certain course of action 

contained in the operative part of a proposal. In the draft reso:uticn before 

us, the second IJreaHbulA-r JJ8xar-:raph. rc:call ing previous r.-:solutions of the 

General fl.s sembly, shoulr'l l e: read in conj un~t ion -vli tb the lc> st para~raph of the 

operative part, which demands the inclusion of the same item on the provisional 

agenda of the next session of the General Assembly. Read together, the second 

and last paragraphs of the draft resolution reveal its true purpose and the 

intentions of its sponsor, Iraq. 

The purpose is obvious. Having in 1978 injected an anti-Israel element 

into the discussions of the world armaments race, the Iraqis clearly intend to 

perpetuate that bias and to transform this Committee into yet another propaganda 

platform. 

In the second preambular paragraph, the draft resolution mentions General 

Assembly resolution 33/71 of 1978, and I shall have to recall in some detail 

the circumstances that led up to its introduction~ because the resolution of 1978 

was the watershed that marked the change in the character of resolutions adopted 

by this Committee over the past 32 years. 

The resolution of 1978 -vras a break 1-rith an honourable tradition and 

tacit understanding that had permitted this Committee to deal with d~sarmament and 

international security as world problems without the singling out of local and 

regional disputes. It should be noted that that tradition had continued 

throughout the years, in spite of numerous military conflicts that had ene;aged 

different States Members of hte United Nations. In none of those conflicts 

did either side ever demand a debate in the First Co1mnittee. This Committee's 

reluctance to break 1-rith that tradition vras noted in the 1979 Yearbook of the 

Stockholm Internation'll Peo.ce Research Institute ( SIPRI) at pa~e 507 
0 

where 

it ,,ras stRted that the oven-rhelming feelinr:r among delegations was that the 

highly controversial Iraqi resolution 

··w·ould diffuse the focus of the session and undermine the ccr.eensus 

on the Final Document.:: 
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The various procedural and substantive votes taken in 1978 on the Iraqi 

draft showed that the usual majority at the disposal of the Arab States and 

Soviet supporters had either vanished or been greatly reduced. 

The Iraqi persistence in pursuing a course so palpably out of step with 

United Nations practice in this field could only be understood if viewed 

against the background not only of Iraq's maniacal hostility towards Israel, 

but also against the flux of inter~Arab rivalry and of Iraq's ambition for 

dominance in the Arab world. 
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Iraq decided on 14 i·lay 1978 to submit an anti-Israel resolution to the 

special session on uisarmament ~o demonstrate Ira~'s leadership in the political 

vrar against Israel. Having failed to have the special session on disarmament 

consider that item, Iraq was determined that the thirty third regular session of 

the General Assembly discuss anu vote on its draft resolution before the convening 

of the Baghdad Conference. The First Committee vas, therefore, subjected to 

incessant Iraqi de1uands to have its draft resolution voted on at the bef:inninc 

of the session. The First Committee rejected the Iraqi move by a CJ.ecisive 

majority. 

I am recalling the political background of the original Iraqi initiative in 

detail, because item 56 on our agenda is the continuation of that same Iraqi 

attempt to manipulate the United nations, and this Committee, for the attainment 

of its mm political aims in the Middle :Cast. 

Iraq, havine; learne<l the lesson of the unpopularity accorded to its 

initiative, introduced a draft resolution at the thirty-fourth session, >-rhich 

concentrated solely on the nuclear issue. That draft resolution asked the General 

Assembly to set up a committee of e:~perts to study Israel's nuclear armament. 

Israel opposeu that draft resolution, pointing out that it amounted to a 

discriminatory sinc;ling out of Israel from a list of more than 50 Iienber States ~ 

one third of the membership of the United l1Tations - that have not signed the 

Han-Proliferation Treaty or have signed but have not ratified it or not complied 

uith the full-scope safeguards agreement. .Among those States, there were 13 

States vThich belong to the recion of the llliddle East. The sheer hypocrisy 

of that resolution was revealed in a breakdmm of the list of its sponsors. 

Out of the 34 sponsors of resolution 34/89, 20 States have, in one way or 

another, not done >·That Israel was asked to do. 

In 1980, out of 22 sponsors of resolution 35/157, nine had not si~ned the 

Non-Proliferation Treaty at all, two had not ratified it and four had not yet 

complied with the full~scope safeguards. Of the sponsors of this year's draft 

resolution A/C .1/36/L. 30, as presente0. on 17 Hovember, nearly half are not 

parties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 11Juclear Weapons. 

Arnone; States which either have not sie;ned or have not ratified the 

non-Proliferation Treaty, there are countries from every region of the vrorld, 

States of all political persuasions, belonging to the developed and developing 

1-rorld alike. Some of those countries have been involved in military conflicts 

in the recent past. 
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A feu of those 50 11ember States either possess nuclear capabilities or are 

tnovm to possess uhat has come to be lmmm as the nuclear option. \-:'by uas Israel 

alone sinGled out for censure? 'rhe anm·rer to this question has nothing to do vrith 

disarmanent or arms control, vhich is the business of this Committee; it has, 

hm·rever, a great deal to do >·ri th the business of paying for oil imports. If the 

fluctuations of the price of oil on the spot marl:et are to guide the attitude of 

Member States touards questions of arms control, the United Nations would be Hell 

advised to abandon its debates on disarmament until a time uhen I1ember States are 

free to vote ui thout fear of blacl>mail. 

If resolution Jl! /G9 vras discriminatory in singling out Israel for 

investigation, the terms of reference of the Committee were clearly prejudicial 

in askinc; the Secretary-General 11to prepare a study on Israeli nuclear 

armament~< The wordin~ made inpartial research ir1possible by J?rejudcine; the 

issue uith the assumption that such nuclear armament in fact existed. 

Under those terms it is hardly surprising that reputable nuclear scientists, 

irhen approached, refusecl. to participate in the work of the 11 c;roup of experts". 

It is certainly interesting to note that a report which di·rells upon 

technolo~ical and scientific aspects of nuclear capability was written by five 

experts, four of ivl:lOlil are political scientists, vrhile the only nuclear physicist 

happens to be an Arab. It is also >vorth noting that the e;:pert who subElitted the 

report on behalf of the Group is a uell-l;:nmm proponent of the developnent of 

the so-called :1Islanic bomb 7 and has ca1led several times for further 

proliferation of nuclear ueapons. Ironically, that did not prevent the Group 

froE'. expressinc; concern over the dangers of nuclear proliferation in the l·iiddle 

East. In light of the composition of the Group of Experts and of its terms of 

reference, the conclusions of ·vhe report ivere not unexpected. 

Iraq's initiative vhich gave birth to the Committee of Experts must be seen 

at;ainst the bacl;:.C'_;round of Iraq's ovm quest for nuclear capability. A great deal 

of inforuation has been made public in the last fevr years about Iraq 7 s frenetic 

Quest for the acquisition of nuclear ari'ls. 

The Pernanent Tiepresentative of Israel cave a detailed description of Iraq 7 s 

attempt to go nuclear in his statements in the Security Council, the plenary 

General Assembly and in the document attached to his letter, docmnent A/36/610, 

to the Secretary-General. 
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Noir, in retrospect, as I saiQ, there can be little doubt that the Iraqi 

insistence in forcinc resolutions condemnine Israel in the First Cormnittee during 

the last three years Here inspired not only by the contine;encies of inter-Arab 

rivalry? but also by the need to cHvert the uorld 1 s attention from its Oim 

enerc;etic nuclear activities. 

The action of the Israel Air Force ar;ainst the Iraqi nuclear reactor has 

been discussed in the Security Council, in the :olenary General Assembly in the 

fral!leHork of the annual report of the International Atomic I:nerc;y Agency, and 

at;ain in the plenary General Assembly under item 130. Its inclusion in operative 

parac;raph 4 of this draft resolution is therefore superfluous and vrould have been 

justified only if the General Assembly had also asked the Committee of Experts to 

investic;ate Iraqi nuclear arr,lament, Unfortunately, that 1ras not done, and 

operative parar;raph 4 is therefore out of place in this oraft resolution. 

Nevertheless, in the circumstances, I am oblie;ed to refer to it, in all brevity, 

by quotin~; the f,Jllcllinr~ questions posed by the Permanent Representative of 

Israel in the Security Council debate in June, and again during the debate in the 

plenary General Assembly last week: 

First, vrhy did Iraq first try in 1974 to acquire a 500-megavratt nuclear 

reactor, of a kind designed, inter alia, to produce large quantities of 

plutonium for military use? 

Secondly, vrhy the continued efforts to buy an upc;racl.ed, plutotsenic power 

reactor, i·rhose military use is clear, but whose commercial use is not proven? 

Thircliy, vThy did Iraq insist on receivine; a 70-mec;avmtt reactor which has no 

usable application as an enere;y source? 

Fourthly, why did Iraq_ insist on receivine; weapons-e;rade nuclear fuel, 

rather than the less proliferant alternative of Caramel fuel uhich it 1-ras offered? 
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Fifthly, vhat is Iraq's demonstrable need for nuclear enerr;y, siven 

its abundant oil reserves? If Iraq has a need of this l~ind, for either the 

short or lone; term, why has it not developed a commercial nuclear energy 

procsramme? Uhy has it not r.1ade any transactions uhich would be relevant to 

such a progr~sae? 

Sixthly, why, if it is {3enuinely interested in nuclear research? did it 

rush to buy plutonium separation technology and e~uipment that cannot be justified 

on scientific or economic grounds? 

Seventhly, 1rhy has Iraq been making frenetic efforts to acquire large 

quantities of natural uranium, which is not under IAEA safeguards? Uhy has 

Iraq taken the hio;hly unusual step of stockpilinc uranium before it has built pow·er 

reactors? 

Hhen the Iraqi representative was again asked at a plenary meeting to provide 

satisfactory answ·ers to these urcsent questions? he ane;rily left his seat, sayinc; 

that Iraq 1-10uld never ans1-rer them. 

In 197G Iraq proposed in a main committee of the General Assembly 

clevoted to disarmament that Israel, and Israel alone~ be completely disarmed. 

After that resolution had been railroaded through a reluctant General Assembly, 

Iraq asked the next session of the General Assembly to investie:ate Israel 1 s 

alleged nuclear armaments. 

I shall quote from statements made by a number of representatives in their 

explanations of vote in 1979 vrith resard to resolution 34/89 and, a year later, 

with reference to resolution 35/157. 

A number of representatives at the thirty--fourth session of the General 

Assembly had protested in this Conwittee against the sine;ling out of Israel for 

censure by Iraq. 

On 23 november 1979 a representative had the folloHing to say: 

we do not regard it as prudent, productive or just to single out 

as a special case the problem of unsafeguarded nuclear facilities in 

Israel, 1vhile other relateo. reo;ional aspects of the proliferation problem 

are not treated in the present draft resolution under this agenda item. 

Therefore, that the present text serves to introduce an imbalance into the 
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international debate on this question is clear, and it thereby complicates 

efforts to bring the global proliferation problem under control." 

(A/C.l/34/PV.41, p. 1)~15) ---------- ------
Further on in the debate. another representative expressed himself as follows: 

the selective a~)proach of singling out a particular country .. in 

this case, Israel - for censure and as a target for collective sanctions 

is not, in our viev, an appropriate approach to the goal of 

non-proliferation. In fact, vre seriously doubt that the draft resolution 

is really designed to discourage the proliferation of nuclear weapons. 

As has been pointed out by others, only about half of the sponsors of 

the draft resolution are _parties to the Non-Proliferation Treaty who have 

themselves accepted full~scope safecuards.'; (Ibid., p. 17) 

And acain in that debate, a representative expressed the same sentiments 

i·rith utmost clarity by saying: 
11Moreover, it singles out Israel for censure and prejudges its nuclear 

intentions on the basis of unreliable evidence. It assumes Israeli 

nuclear armament as an already existing fact.:' (Ibi~_£1) 

These statements and the unofficial comments of representatives who 

thought it 111ore prudent to remain publicly silent left no doubt that many 

representatives in this Committee were fully aware that they vrere i·ritnessing, 

and i·rere participating in, an act of blatant discrimination against a Member 

State of the United Hat ions. 

There is room for several committees of experts to investigate the nuclear 

activities of quite a number of Member States. The dictates of Realpolit;ik, 

however, mal~e it very unlikely that representatives who now piously intone their 

abhorrence of the spread of nuclear weapons would dare submit a draft resolution 

uemanding the investigation of the development of a so-called Islrunic bomb in its 

various metamorphoses. 

At the beginning of my statement I drew the attention of the members of this 

Committee to the sicnificance of the second preambular paragraph of the 

draft resolution, recalling previous resolutions, and the inscription of the item 

on the agenda of the next General Assembly session. 
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Given the automatic voting majority at the disposal of the Arab States, 

the presence of an accusation against Israel in a resolution of the General 

Assembly also ensures its almost automatic adoption, although, of course, it is 

in itself no proof of its veracity. The circle thus created is truly vicious. 

First, an accusation ~ hoiTever unfounded and however untrue - is railroaded 

through the General Assembly~ later, the authors of the slander need only quote 

a United Nations resolution to substantiate, as it 1vere, their originally false 

alleGations. 

This yeRr's Iraqi resolution, if adopted, will n0 doubt be recalled in 

an Iraqi resolution next year, and thus the tangled •reb of lies will be woven 

until a time >vhen no one can any longer remember that it all originated 

because of a momentary need by Iraq in 1970 to display its superiority over 

political rivals in the Arab world. 

It has become customary in the United Nations that lone; before draft 

resolutions are formally submitted they are distributed as working papers. 

The three elements added to the original Iraqi vrorldng paper deserve 

special mention. A paragraph was inserted referring to the alleged 

collaboration between Israel and South Africa. As I do every year in this 

Assembly, I repeat that there is no truth lfhatsoever in these allegations. 

They have been officially denied in Jerusalem on several occasions. 

The second addition concerns the draft resolution of the General Conference 

of the ItAE. The reference to a certain paragraph of that draft resolution 

has been deliberately misrepresented. 

In addition, references to the Non· Proliferation Treaty in the original 

draft have been deleted from the operative part of the draft resolution to 

accommodate many of Iraq's supporters vrho themselves have not adhered to the 

Treaty and have instead been discreetly moved to a less conspicuous position 

in the preambular part of the resolution. 

All these three changes are yet another proof, if one were needed, of 

the exercise of political expediency and the unashamed hypocrisy of the original 

sponsor of the draft resolution. 
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The draft resolution before us, in its first preambular paraeraph, refers 

in a varue sort of way to resolutions on the establishment of a nuclear-weapon

free zone. At first glance there seems to be little connexion between this 

para~raph and other preambular and operative paraeraphs of the draft 

resolution. It can only be understood as an answer to an anticipated charge 

by Israel that Iraq refused to negotiate a treaty to create a nuclear

weapon-free zone in the Middle East. Iraq anticipated the charee correctly, 

but the inclusion of this lame paragraph does nothing to diminish Iraq's 

culpability. 

Last year Israel submitted in this Committee a draft resolution which 

called on all Hember States of the region to ner:otiate a 

treaty establishing a nuclear-weapon-free zone in the riiddle East. Iraq 

-vras foremost amone:; those Arab States which rejected Israel's offer. On 

that occasion the representative of Israel in the Co~nittee stated: 

;'That offer was turned down. No rhetoric, no explanations, no 

excuses, nor the repetition of odious and mendacious cliches can do 

away w·i th that central fact. Israel said: 1 Let us set aside, 

temporarily at least, our differences for the sake of saving the rev,ion 

from a nuclear calaHity'. Most Arab States in this Committee have 

replied, 'No' . 1 

;:The whole 1-rorld know·s that Iraq anQ Libya are making enormous 

efforts to acquire the nuclear option for the price of oil. Do the 

rulers of those countries ever realize that the particles which make 

up nuclear fall-out know not the difference between Jew and Arab, 

between Moslem and Christian? Those who have refused Israel's offer 

in this Committee must bear a heavy responsibility in the eyes of 

mankind.n (A/C.l/35/PV.36, p. 7) 

I mentioned Iraq's refusal to consider Israel's offer because it is this 

refusal which makes nonsense of Iraq's contention in the third preambular 

paraeraph. If Iraq were really 11Alarmed11
: 

;vby the increasing evidence regarding Israel's attempt to acquire 

nuclear vreapons ... 17 (A/C .l/36/L_. 30) 

what better way vrould there be to put Israel to a test than to agree to 

nec;otiate with it, the establishment of a nuclear->·reapon-free zone? 
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I put it to you~ IIr. Chairman~ and to this Committee, that Iraq is 

not at all interested in removing causes for concern and tension in the Hid<lle 

East~ on the contrary~ it seeks to increase then here in the United rTations. 

It is merely ens;aged in the usual e:~ercise of political warfare. Those in 

this Committee vrho support Iraq and this draft resolution must therefore 

bear some responsibility for encouraging conflict and strife in the Hicl.dle 

East. 

Instead of engaging in sterile debates and contentious draft resolutions~ 

those truly interested in a better future for the Hiddle East can best serve 

that end by encouraging Iraq to agree to negotiate the establishment of a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone in the reeion. By doing so, a positive contribution 

vould be made to the peace of the Middle East and the world. 

Hr. HAHDL (Czechoslovakia): The Czechoslovak delegation would 

like today to return briefly to the problem of nuclear weapons and the 

related threat of a nuclear catastrophe. The priority nature of nuclear 

disarmament should be obvious and beyond any doubt. After all, questions 

relatin,s to the limitation of nuclear 1veapons ~ the halting of the nuclear 

arms race and the reduction of the rislcs inherent in these 1veapons have for 

several decades nmv been the natural focus of all disarmament negotiations, 

whether bil~teral, trilateral or multilateral This, of course" fully 

applies also to the 1wrk of the United Hations. The urgent need for 

nuclear disarmament and the prevention of a nuclear war 1vas unequivocally 

embodied in the Final Document and in the Prograuwe of Action of the first 

special session of the United Nations General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament~ held in 1978. 
The problems connected vri th nuclear vea:r_:)ons, that are from year to 

year considered by both the United Nations General Assembly and by the 

Geneva Committee on Disarmar11ent, represent a broad spectrum of issues, 

ranging from proposals for partial measures, such as non-deployment of 

nuclear vreapons l·rhere such weapons as yet are not stationed and the 

conclusion of an agreement on the strengthening of the security guarantees 

of non-nuclear-veapon States, to measures of a more radical nature, such as~ 
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in the first ?lace, the achievement of a general and complete nuclear~Heapon test

ban treaty, and up to the proposal for complete nuclear disarmaBent and 

the liquidation of the accumulated stocl:piles of nuclear veapons. It is not 

our intention today to an~.lyse any of these questions nor assess the progress 

achieved in different areas of negotiations. The urgent need of their 

solution has this year once again been expressed in a number of convincinG 

anc.l. constructive statements and has been reflected in many of the draft 

resolutions subiuitted. All this attests to the fact that the overwhelminc; 

majority of States r.Iembers of the United Nations vrell understand the r,rovint: 

danc;er of a nuclear catastrophe and are constructively striving to lessen 

that clan;3er . 

The main reason why we have touched upon these questions is to underscore 

the complex and many-faceted nature of the problem of nuclear disarmament 

and the related necessity to continue efforts for its comprehensive solution 

in all e=:istinc directions. \le are convinced_ that the achievement of every 

snecific result, of every even partial agreement, Hould represent an important 

breah:-through in the solution of the entire problem of nuclear c1isarlilnment, 

1-rould remove one part of the existine threat of a nuclear >var, and would 

facilitate negotiations on other aspects of disarmament. 

The countries of the socialist comraunity, including Czechoslovakia, 

have aluays come out in support of the speediest possible solution of the 

burning problem of nuclear disarmament and have, as is known, originated a 

uhole series of constructive, balanced and realistic proposals in that 

respect. The achievement of the objectives of disarmament, includin,~ nuclear 

disarmament, represents the basic constant in the foreign policies of the 

States meElbers of the Hars3.w Treaty. Toc;ether vith our allies, 1ve have 

repeatedly declared and affirmed,even at the highest level,that we are 

of course, on the basis of reciprocity and equal security ~ to 

nec;otiate the prohibition of any type of weapons, their limitation or 

even complete liquidation and to do this 1·rithout any preconditions. 

He have been o.ll the more alarmed in recent clays by the statements 

of some delef!;ations of States Hembers of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) testifying to a lack of interest on their part in takine; up constructive 
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negotiations on problems of nuclear disarmament or in strivin~, in a positive 

spirit, to find mutually acceptable solutions. Referrinc to the alleged 

shortcomings of the Soviet proposal for the adoption of a declaration on 

preventing a nuclear catastrophe, these delegations based their arr;uments, 

amonr; other things" on the allegation that the USSR is inconsistent in the 

question of the use of nuclear vreapons. 
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The stateElent of the delegation of the Federal Tiepublic of Gerrnany even 

contained reflections to the effect that the prol:ibition of tl~e first use of 

nuclear 1veapons vould be tantar:lount to placinc; \!estern Europe in a position 

of helplessness, in 1-rhich the countries of the \iarsmv Treaty 1rould easily Elake 

use of their SO··Called conventional superiority. These allec;ations are more 

than false 9 they are ridiculous. IIoreover, they are being substantiated by 

dat2. ivhose credibility is lmmm to have been repeatedly refuted. Their real 

Rin is by far not the defence of the Hest a3ainst a non-existent ~Tarsav Treaty 

danger: their sole endeavour is to acquire Elilitary superiority over the 

countries of the socialist community in an atmosphere of war psychosis. It 

is, sinply speaLing? an attempt at dil~tat in both European and uorld 

affairs from a ~)Osition of nilitary strenc~tl:. It is clear that it is 

impossible on that basis to have serious disarmament talks and, 

even less, to strive for the safe~uardinc; of international security and 

peace. The only thine that can be achieved in that 1-ray is a further 

deterioration of the international climate and the initiation of a neu 

dancerous round of the arms race. 

That reality ue.s graphically pointed out by the General Secretary of 

the Central Cmllilittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and Chairman 

of t:te PresidiUl!l of the Supreme Soviet of the USSr., Leonid Ilyich Brezhnev 9 

ln an intervieu that he granted the \"est German mae:;azine Der 3pi~e:;el 0 in 

1·rhicl~ ., in this conte~ct, he said: 

"The Soviet Union does not clair:l any position of pri vile~e. Ue 

only insist that the United States and the entire ~]1\.TO alliance sl~oulcl 

measure our security and that of our allies by the smne yardsticl~ 

uith 1-rhich they measure their mm security.'; 

It Houlcl be very beneficial if this quite natural requirenent were to be tal;:en 

into account also by the authors of the statements to this Com.'Y>littee tl~at I 

have mentioned. Surely those delee;ations uill re~1ember that tl:e countries 

of tl~e ~ arsau Treat3• proposed to tl~eir counterparts in ~!ATO the conclusion of an 

ae;reement on the prol~ibition of the first 11se not only of nuclear iveapons 

but also of conventional ueapons. Such 8. ·raeasure 1rould certainly remove 

any fears of a conventional conflict,, fears that are no less valid on our side 

th2.n they are on tl::.e side of the HATO countries. It is therefore suprisinc: 
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that those 1-rho at an earlier time tbrarted relevant negotiations novr 

perceive one of the main shortcominGs of the Soviet proposal to be the fact 

that it does not address conventional \·reapons. 'I'his is even nore astonishinc; 

in vieu of the fact that the proposal of the Harsau Treaty countries 

concerninc; the prohibition of the first use of both cater;ories of 1-reapons 

still rerr1ains valid. 

'l'oday 9 ho1.,rever 9 as a result of the -vrell l;:nmm decisions by the United 

States and other EATO States relatinc: to the field of nuclear armaments, 

the threat of a nuclear catastrophe looms more proElinently in the forec;round 

than before. It is this fact that in our vievr, e.ncl, vre believe, in the vie\T 

of the overuhelminc~ majority of States ~1embers of the United Nations, fully 

substantiates the appeal for the outlavrinG of the first use of nuclear 

ueapons as contained in the Soviet draft declaration -with, of course, the 

understanc.1ing, vl:.ich now also appears in the c1raft declaration, that this 

should be the first step tm-rards a universally 2.cceptec1 objective: the 

complete elimination of the possibility of the use of nuclear weapons 

throu;;~:. cessation )f tl:.eir production follonecl by the destruction of 

their stockpiles. That is why vTe are convinced that this important proposal 

deserves the full support of the United lTations General Assembly. 

It is understandable tl:.at the most effective uay to complete and 

c;eneral nuclear disarmament 1muld be to reach an ac;reement on haltine; the 

manufacture of all t~r~1es of nuclear 1veapons and r~radually reducing their stockpiles 

until they are completely liquidated. 

A realistic approach to solution of this question is contained in draft 

resolution A/C.l/36/L.ll!, of -vrl:.ich tl:.e Czechoslovalc delec;ation is a sponsor. 

Hec;otiations ,for uhich the draft calls ,can brine; exceptionally valuable 

results corresponding to the vital interests of the peoples of all the 

countries of the uorld, providecl of course that the political vill of all 

the pz.trties to reach the necessary a[;reenent uill prevail over tl:.e doubtful 

theory tl:.at 1vithout nuclear ueapons it is impossible to guarantee the 

security of this or that country~ of one or another groupinr;, as ue hear fron 

sone States flembers of I.ATO. That draft resolution contains important 

recOl'llllendations addressed to the Corm,1ittee on Disarli1ament concerninc:; the method 
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and content of further necotiations, particularly with re~ard to the 

establisl"!tlent of a special vor~;:ing group of the Conmittee uith a clearly 

delineated mandate, the consideration of possible staces of nuclear 

disarmament and their approximate content, and the idea of considerinr: o in 

the first stage, the question of halting the development and manufacture 

of neu types of nuclear ueapons. He believe that these reco1m~1endations 

represent a uell balanced uorkinc; fr~:llllework for the deliberations of the 

Committee on Disarmament on the c;iven problems, vrhich reflects their rt10st 

topical aspects. He therefore express the hope that the draft resolution 

vill receive the broadest support from the members of this Committee. 

The question of nuclear disarmaJll.ent is not a ltlatter of rhetoric. It is 

a Cl_uestion on uhich the fate and future of human civilization depend. It 

therefore cannot be taken lichtly. Its solution will not be furthered by 

vague proclamations or good intentions, or by studies and theoretical 

research,or by waiting fatalistically to see hoH thincs develop. Even 

less uill it be furthered by inti111idation, by looking for a threat 1-rhere 

none exists, by inventinc; further unjustifiable preconditions and 

obstacles to progress. The impending threat of a w·orld--vride nuclear 

catastrophe calls for radical steps and effective measures by the entire 

international co:urraunity. ~!e shoulcl like to believe that the current session 

of the GeneraJ Asser.1bly uill create the necessary prerequisites for such 

neasures. 
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JY1r. FONSEKA (Sri Lanka): On 6 July 1981 the Ad Hoc Committee on 

the Horld Disarmament Conference elected me as its new Chairman 9 replacing 

Ambassador Balasubramaniam, who had completed his mission in New York. It is 

my privilege to introduce the report of the Ad Hoc Committee to the First 

Committee. The report, as contained in document A/36/28 9 has been prevared 

in fulfilment of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Committee contained in resolution 

35/151 of 12 December 1980. 

In implementing this mandate, the Ad Hoc Committee held tw·o sessions in 

1981. In pursuance of a decision taken at the outset of its second session 

to entrust its open-ended Harking Group with the task of drafting the report 

of the Ad Hoc Committee to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session, 

the Harking Group held three meetings on 8 and 9 July 1981 under the able 

chairmanship of the Ad Hoc Committee's Rapporteur, ~tt. Zelada of Spain. 

The Horldng Group successfully concluded its work and made it possible 

for the Ad Hoc Committee to adopt the present report by consensus at its 

final meeting on 10 July. On this occasion I should like to acknowledge the 

important contribution made by Hr. Zelada and his colleagues in the Harking 

Group. A spirit of co-operation and true dedication characterjzed all stages 

of their vrork. 

"\:lith regard to the content of the Ad Hoc Committee 1 s report, it is 

composed, as was the previous one, of three chapters entitled: 

"I, Introduction'1
; 

11 II. 1·Tork of the Committee"; and 11III. Conclusions and 

Recommendations". A sie;nificant part of the second chapter of the report 

reflects the fact that, in accordance with operative paragraph 3 of General Assembly 

resolution 35/151~ the Committee continued to maintain, through its Chairman, 

close contact with the representatives of States possessing nuclear weapons 

in order to remain currently informed of their respective attitudes. The 

positions of the nuclear-weapon States are set out in paragraph 14 of the 

report. 

The Ad Hoc Committee in its report holds the view that having regard for 

theiimportant requirements of a vrorld disarmament conference to be convened 

at the earliest ap1)ropriate time, >·rith universal participation and with 
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adequate preparation, the General Assembly may •Iish to decide that, after its 

second special session devoted to disarmament, a world disarmament conference 

would take place as soon as the necessary consensus on convening has been 

reached. 

I should nm-r like to introduce the draft resolution on a world disarmament 

conference - document A/C.l/36/L.27 ~ sponsored by Burundi, Peru, Poland, 

Spain and Sri Lanka, which are members of the Bureau of the Ad Hoc Comraittee. 

At this point I should like to ask the Secretariat to note that, in the 

first preambular paragraph of draft re.solution 35/151, not 35/150. 

resolution referred to should be resolution 35/151, not 35/150. 

The draft resolution is similar to that adopted last year with the 

difference that the seventh preambular para8raph~ which refers to the draft 

agenda for the second special session of the General Assembly devoted to 

disarmament, includes the subject of the possible convening of a world 

disarmament conference. Accordingly, in operative paragraph 4, the Ad Hoc 

Committee is being asked to submit a report to the second special session of 

the General Assembly devoted to disarmament. 

Successive Chairmen of the Ad Hoc Committee on the VJorld Disarmament 

Conference have presented to the Assembly a report and a draft resolution 

which admittedly is an enabling resolution to allm·r the Committee to continue 

its 1-rorl>:. There may be a belief that the Committee is some distance away 

from gaining its objective, especially at a time like the present, when 

almost any approach on disarmament is viewed 1-rith scepticism. The world 

disarmament conference is no exception. It is no small undertaking~ but 

the magnitude of the tasl;: itself should not discourage us. 

In conclusion, I should like to thank all members of the Ad Hoc Committee 

for the spirit of co-operation and accommodation they have always shown 

during our meetings. I should also like to place on record my appreciation 

of the work of the Secretary of the Committee and his colleagues in the 

Secretariat for the assistance they have extended to the Committee at all 

times. 

I commend the draft resolution in document A/C.l/36/L.27, which is 

before the Committee, for adoption by consensus. 
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Mr. HARTYNOV (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) (interpretation 

from Russian): 1:.1y delegation would like to express its views on the problem 

of the neutron w·eapon ~ lvhich ~-ras the subject of draft resolution A/C .1/36/L. 33 ~ 

submitted a few days ago. Over the past few years this question has been one 

of the most ur~ent and one of the problems fraught with the ~ravest consequences 

for international security. This problem has recently become even more 

threateninc; in character as a result of the decision by the United States 

Administration to manufacture the neutron weapon. As we knovr. this decision 

was tal:en in August last~ on the day when 1ve commemorated the victims of 

Hiroshima, and this once azain goes to show the vhole world that the authors 

of this idea are deaf to the voice of humanism. As a result of that decision, 

adopted 1vith cynical disregarcl for the 1-rill and the interests of the people 

of the world" the already vast nuclear arsenal of the United States is being 

supplemented by a nelv and particularly barbarous means of mass destruction 

of human life. 

This step on the part of the United States Administration is one more 

striking example of the extremely danf,erous approach it has to international 

affairs. Indeed, if we were to line up in a single rmr all the measures 

taken by the United States in recent years -- the sharp increase in military 

expenditures: the preparations for the deployment in Hestern Europe of ne1-1 

medium .. ranc;e nuclear missiles: the decision to create new offensive systems 

of the Triad stra.tegic nuclear missiles, that is~ intercontinental ballistic 

missiles of the ~'lX type;, ne1-r missile~equipped submarines~ the nev B-1 strategic 

bomber: and, finally, the decision to produce the neutron 1-reapon - it becomes 

clear beyond any doubt that Hashington is bent on an unrestrained arms race 

and the destabilization of the 1-rorld situation. 

It is no accident that the decision by the United States Administration 

re~arding the neutron wea~on was greeted with particular indignation and alarm 

in many countries of the Horld, even in the majority of the countries of 

western Europe. In an attempt to mislead world opinion and to blunt the edge 

of this outburst of indignation, it is being asserted that the neutron "\varheads 

which are being produced ·will be stationed on United States territory and 
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therefore, it is claimed, it is a purely internal matter of the United States. 

Hm·rever, at the same time, the Secretary of State of that same Power has stated 

that neutron bombs, if necessary, may be tal:en to Europe in the space of only 

a few hours. So the legitimate question arises: vrho is going to determine 

whether or not this need exists? Is it going to be the European peoples? 

Hardly. In any case the history of the question of the neutron vreapon does 

not encourage optimism on this score. 

Furthermore, the same official personac;e stated that the deployment of 

the neutron w·eapon would not necessarily be confined to Europe and that it 

might be deployed in r:any theatre where the need might arise for repelling 

superior forces::. This formulation is rather elastic ~ elastic enough to 

allow the deployment of the vreapon in any part of the ivorld at the discretion 

of that Povrer. Furthermore, as we can see, that formula completely fails to 

tal:e into account the views on the subject of the countries in question. 
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Attempts are being made to convince us that the neutron veapon is an 

exclusively defensive weapon whose use would have very limited consequences 

and that only its tactical use is being contemplated. Ho-.rever, this is the 

conclusion 1-rhich was reached about the neutron 1-reapon by the Ne1-r York Times 

Magazine of 15 November this year after recent interviews vith representatives 

of the Pentagon: 

\ 

"Like any other nuclear weapon, it is clearly an instrument 

of mass destruction';. (New York Times liagazine, 15 November 1981, 

In so far as concerns its tactical use, the present Chancellor of the Federal 

Republic of Germany, Helmut Schmidt, stated as far bacl>: as 1962 that the use 

of tactical nuclear weapons, and I quote from the same issue of the 

Nevr York Times Hagazine, 11 
••• would not defend Eurol;Je, but destroy it 11

• 

(ibid. ~_R_._56) A report recently published in London by the Institute of 

Strategic Studies states that in the case of a ·tactical·: nuclear vTar in 

Europe, as many as 200 million people Hould lose their lives. 

So, what tcday is being described as nan internal affair of the United 

States11 may very well become a matter of the death of millions of people in 

other continents. 

The inclusion of the neutron weapon in military arsenals will lead to 

a dangerous lowering of the so-called nuclear threshold, or, to put the 

matter simply, an increase in the risk of the outbreak of nuclear 1-rar and 

for this the United States bears the entire responsibility. 

A dangerous illusion, which an attempt is being made to plant in the 

minds of people by American strategists, is their assertion that the 

neutron warhead is a kind of ·:clean;1
, practically "humane': weapon. .1\nd this 

is being said about a 1-reapon which is especially designed to destroy human 

life and the effects of whose use, according to scientists, will persist for 

an extremely long period of time and be extremely harmful for future 

generations. 
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It is the business of all people concerned by the fate of the uorld 

ancl the future of civilization to take practical steps to defend what is, 

after all, the pararaount human right ·- the right to life. The accumulation of 

ever ne1ver means of 1va13ing war must be vigorously countered by the alternative 

of limiting, reducinc; and ultimatel·r r'lnin"' R"aY 1-rith ;re'B.'l011S, includinr-: nuclear 

ueapons. It is precisely for this that the socialist countries have been 

consistently uorking. 

As far back as 1978 the socialist countries submitted for the consideration 

of the Co1rnittee on Disarmament a draft international convention on the 

prohibition of the manufacture, stocl;:piline;, deployment and use of the nuclear 

neutron weapon. Unfortunately, because of resistance from a nur~ber of States, 

this document has still not been duly considered by the Committee on Disarmament 

and the creation of a special workinc; .o:roui1 for negotiations on this question 

has been blocked by the United States and its closest allies in the l'Turth 

Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

In the J ~ - _t of the most dangerous recent developments connected >vith 

the question of the neutron 1veapon, draft resolution A/C.l/36/L.33~ submitted 

by the delegation of the German Democratic Republic, could not have come 

at a more 2..:p~1ro~;riate dme. The existing situation makes it imperative for 

the Committee on Disarmmr1ent, as the draft resolution itself proposes, to 

stP.rt nec;otiations uitlwut n_ela~r in R-n 8.•mro:')riate or·anizational 

frame1mrk >vith a vie>·T to concludine; a convention prohibiting the · ::·c ,-_:-,.Jc,~" 

stockpiling, deployment and use of the neutron weapons. 

In so far as concerns the organizational frame1mrk for such tall;:s, 

the delegation of the Byelorussian SSR shares the view expressed in the 

Committee on Disarmament by socialist countries reP'ardinrr the ar'lvis;>/- ~-li tv 

of creating in the Committee a special worldng group to cr'='ft a ccrwention 

on the subject. The question of the neutron -vreapon, so danGerous for the 

fate of the vrorld) in our vie-vr calls urgently for immediate and effective talks 

which could best 'Je conducted in a >mrkinc; group es-r,eciCJ.ll7 created for the 

purpose. 

The delegation of the Byelorussian SSR, as a co-sponsor of this draft 

resolution, calls upon other delegations to ensure that it is adopted and by so 

doin?; promote the bee;innin::; of concrete talks on this important question. 
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!(!!__._}"):_!!:_!,DS (United States of America): In their thoughtful and 

incisive statements~ a number of delegations, in particular those of the 

HetherlandsJ France, and the Federal Republic of Germany, have exposed the 

inconsistencies between the Soviet proposals in the draft resolution contained. 

in document A/C.l/36/1.2 and the USSR 1 s statements on the issue of the 

e!nployment of its nuclear ,.,eapons. The serious questions raised in those 

statements have yet to be answered by the Soviet delegation. 

1il\:e my colleague from the Soviet Union, vrho occasionally dravrs upon 

his medical background. in framing his remarks, I shall utilize my legal 

bacl;:ground to discuss the general pattern of allec;ed major disarmament proposals 

1-rhich the Soviet Union has been introducin[~, almost ritualistically" over 

the years. The draft resolution contained in document A/C.l/36/1.2 

epitomizes this pattern. 

To present my case, I must go briefly back into history. In the 

mid~l950s, the Soviet Union advanced numerous proposals aimed primarily at 

preventing the Hestern European countries from organizing their defences 

against massive Soviet forces remaininc; in Eastern Europe at the conclusion of 

the Second V!orld Har. In presenting those proposalso the USSR soueht to 

portray itself as the champion of peace and disarmament. Screened from the 

vTOrld 1 s scrutiny by its cloak of secrecy, it was free to speak of peace "'vhile 

encaged in an intensive effort to develop 11eapons designed to achieve primacy 

over the major military Povers. Thus, a fevr days after the successful test 

of its first intercontinental ballistic missile in the summer of 1957, the 

Soviet Union stalked out of the five--nation sub-committee of the Disarmament 

Commission, then the main body for disarmament negotiations. Not long thereafter, 

the Kremlin leaders began a programme of intimidation by announcing that they 

had an orbital missile capable of reaching every point on the globe. 
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Durine; this same period, the Soviet Union repeatedly proposed a 

uoratorium on nuclear tests) which were then conducted in the atY'losphere. Its 

pur:pose 0 thinly veiled" ivas to arrest the development of an effective Unitec_ 

States deterrent against this grouing Soviet nuclear-•·reapon capability. 

In its ca;npaie;n. the Soviet Union sought to exploit the mounting concern in 

many parts of the 1:orld over the effects of atmospheric tests on hwnans and 

the environ.rnent. Conscious of the potential hazards of such testing~ the United 

States aereed to a moratorium. In so doinc;; we assumed that the Soviet Union 

uould honour the moratorium it ha.d so vigorously pressed for -" but it 

obviously had different plans. A year after its commitment to the moratoriwa 

~-rith the indignant denials of its rey:,resentatives to the test-ban negotiations 

that there uas never any Soviet intention to violate that pledge still vivid 

in the minds of the nesotiators ·- the Soviet Union, on 30 Aue;ust 1961 ~ initiated 

a series of approximately 50 atmospheric tests of unprecedented magnitude. 
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l"'oreover, in a statement attempting to justify this breach of faith, the 

Soviet Union revealed that - the moratorium notuithstandine; - it had ;,Kork~d 

out d<"sit;ns for creating a series of super-pmrerful nuclear bcmbs 

of 20, 30 50 and 100 million tons of T.N.T. 11 Such, then, is the reliability 

of Sovi~t pl~Jges, 

\lith this past history of Soviet conduct in mind, let us turn to more 

recent years. In 1978, the Soviet Union made a proposal for a cessation of 

nuclear -vreapon production. This came a time when, following the SALT I 

agreement, the United States exercised extreme restraint in its nuclear defence 

proc;ramme. But it vras also at a time when the Soviet Union was embarked upon 

a massive build-up of its nuclear arsenal, particularly the SS-20 missiles, 

which it produced and is still producinr; - to use a .':3oviPt phrase - :·like 

sausae;es. ·· Again, the Soviet words vTere at variance with its actions and 

intentions. In fact, the Soviet proposal sought to mask those actions in order 

to forestall the development of deterrent countermeasures by the Hestern 

alliance, 

In 1979, the USSR introduced, vTith its customary fanfare, a proposal to 

conderm ;;hegemony.:: Hhose hee;emony? That of a super-Porrrr··r about to subjugate 

a small, neighbouring non-aligned country? No. According to the Soviet Union, 

only others are capable of such nefarious deeds. After all, how could anyone 

allege such tendencies against a country which had proposed condemnation of 

her;emonism? 

The height of cynicism reflected in these Soviet propae;anda proposals was 

probably reached in the draft resolution on ::ure;ent Measures to Prevent Uar·· 

introduced by the USSR last year. Having invaded Afghanistan and engaged in 

the brutal suppression of the brave people of that country, the Soviet Union 

was hardly fit to talk about preventing war. Hor was it the right party to 

oppose expansion of alliances - or is the imported Government of Afghanistan 

not a Soviet ally? One can only wonder how the Soviet representatives could 

manage to introduce and advocate this proposal w·ith any conscience at all \·Then 
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their very words vrere played ac;ainst the sounds of their invading army and the 

cries of beleaguered people seeing their fragile freedom wrested from them. 

In his address to this Committee, Mr. Rostow lamented the declinine; 

influence of Article 2 , para~raph 4, of the Charter. He pointed to the 

inescapable relationship betvreen that decline and the eclipse of effective arms 

control. Can such a climate of aggression do anything but seriously impede 

realistic consideration of arms control measures? The maintenance of national 

security is, after all, the most important duty of any Government to its people, 

and meaningful arms control therefore becomes prudently feasible only when all 

Ilember States of the United Nations strictly adhere to their solemn obligation 

to abide by Article 2, paragraph 4, of the Charter. 

The true nature of Soviet initiatives is evident to everybody. The fate 

of the last tvro I mentioned is ample proof of that fact. This year, we are 

beine; asked to approve a resolution which w-ould make the first use of nuclear 

lvea,pons an international crime, but in a nuclear holocaust, vrho 1-muld be the 

judge of the cri:minal in the dock? Historical evidence demonstrates that words 

can never substitute for deeds. All of us can engage in lofty rhetoric, but 

the vrorld will not be safer for that. On the contrary, those of us who place 

value on moral obligations can be put jn ~reat jeopardy if we rely solely 

on verbal pronouncements or on pious but hollow initiatives, rather than on 

specific and verifiable arms control arrangements. 

President Reagan yesterday described his personal vision for e;enuine 

peace and international security. He outlined a concrete programme to achieve 

that vision and called upon the Soviet leadership to join the United States in 

making his vision a reality. The President proposed that the pmverful nuclear 

States sit down together and negotiate an agreement for arms reduction - not 

just arms limitation. Such a ne(;otiation would indeed be a "giant step for 

raankind. : · 
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He ct.ro~gly hope for a constructive Soviet response to the good-faith 

offer tendered by President Reagan. The world longs for that offer to be 

accepted. Again, deeds must replace mere words if we are to realize the deepest 

aspirations of mankind: to live in peace. 

I rest my case. 

Mr. TAKAHASHI (Japan) .. I should like to add a few words to the 

statement made by .Kr. Mer..zies , the representative of Canada, on behalf of the 

sponsors in introducing draft resolution A/C.l/36/L.35, concerning chemical 

weapons. 

In his statement in the general debate on 20 October 1981, 

Ambassador Okawa, of my delegation expressed in some detail the fundamental 

attitude of Japan on the question of the prohibition of chemical weapons. 

Having reviewed the '-rork of the Committee on Disarmament, Mr. C'kawa 

expressed Japan's support for the proposal to revise the mandate of that 

Committee 1 s Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons. In our view, this would 

accelerate the recent momentum towards the conclusion of a chemical-weapons 

convention. 

Mr. Okawa also expressed the hope that next year's session of the 

Ad Hoc Working Group on Chemical Weapons will concentrate its efforts on seeking 

solutions to the scope of the prohibition and to the problem of verification .. 

In this connexion, we trust that in future discussions we can study the way 

to establish a verification system that would be both realistic and yet 

sufficiently effective to guarantee the viability of the convention. 

Japan has urged that the Soviet Union and the United States respond to the 

desire of the international community that they exert their utmost efforts 

to reopen their suspended bilateral negotiations. The goal should be to allow 

the final outcome of their negotiations to be reflected, at an early date, 

in the deliberations of the Committee on Disarmament. 
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Hith those points in mind, my delegation has >vorked intensively with 

other delegations to produce a draft resolution on a chemical weapons 

convention acceptable to all Hembers, the result of which is n01v contained 

in doc~1ent A/C.l/36/L.35, as formally introduced by the representative of Canada, 

The text we have proposed here is not exactly what we had originally hoped 

for nor what other delegations may have had in mind. 

IIovrever, we believe this compromise text is the only text that appears 

under the prevailing circumstances,to have a possibility of adoption by 

consensus. 

One of the prime purposes of our exercise here in Ne1-r York is to encourage 

and help the Committee on Disarmament in Geneva in its efforts to achieve 

agreement on a chemical Heapons convention at the earliest date. From that 

point of vie"'l, my delegation considers that it is imperative that we adopt 

a resolution on chemical weapons by consensus, as in the previous year. Any 

resolution on a chemical weapons convention without a consensus basis will 

drastically diminish its value. 

Consequently, I 1·rish to appeal through you, Mr. Chairman, to my fellow 

representatives to endorse and support the draft resolution presented, so that 

it may be adopted by consensus. By so doing, my delegation is convinced that 

it 1·rould constitute encouraging support to those who are working on the 

elaboration of a chemical weapons convention in the Committee on Disarmament. 

Mr. KRUTZSCH (German Democratic Republic) : In the general debate 

the German Democratic Republic already expressed its full support for the 

initiative of the Soviet Union concerning the conclusion of a nDeclaration 

on the Prevention of Nuclear Catastrophe'·'. 

As a State vrhich is a neighbour of a country with the highest density 

of nuclear weapons, the German Dei .ocratic :::tepublic is particularly interested 

in measures which are immediately and effectively directed against the danger 

of the outbreak of a nuclear war. 
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But~ as is generally kno-vm, some States oppose their doctrines on the 

use of nuclear w·eapons to the proposal to ban the first use of nuclear w·eapons 

by concluding a relevant declaration. As they put the matter, the threct.t of 

the uncertainty of the use of nuclear weapons should diminish the danger of 

an outbreak of war. That is, to put it mildly, a strange idea. How can the 

lmo-vrledge of an uncertainty of the use of nuclear weapons have a stabilizing 

and curbing effect? Such a threat could never create stability, but only 

fears of an unprovoked preventive strike. 

Another objection against the proposal, which is not nev.r to us, is that 

the danger of aggression -vri th conventional vveapons, particularly in Europe, 

would grow if an agreement on the non-first-use of nuclear -vreapons \·rere to 

be concluded. The Soviet Union and the other socialist States have submitted 

a proposal to dispel such concern. He have in mind here the proposal made in 

1979 to conclude with the Hestern States some kind of non-aggression treaty, 

that is, a treaty on the non-first use of both nuclear and conventional weapons~ 

Characteristically enough, that initiative was rejected by those who 

today link the solution of the problem of the non-use of nuclear 1veapons 

with the non-use of force. They even oppose negotiations on that question. 

However, the proposal of the socialist States remains on the table. If the 

Hestern States are really afraid of the outbreak of a conflict involving 

conventional weapons and merely for that reason are not prepared to accept an 

obligation concerning the non-first-use of nuclear vreapons, we cannot see why 

they object to the conclusion of a treaty as proposed by the socialist States 

in 1979 . 
.Among other things, the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) try to justify their objection by using the theory of an alleged 

imbalance of conventional forces and armaments in Europe. In that context, we 

should like to recall that since 1973. nm-r talks on the mutual reduction 

of armed forces and armaments in central 1urope have been under way in Vienna. 

In that forum, the socialist States have submitted quite a number of far

reaching proposals aimed at achieving a parity of armed forces and armaments 

on a lower level in the area. 
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HoiTever, all those proposals have met with stubborn rejection by the r:estern 

States. So far, they have not been prepared to accept, on the basis of 

reciprocity, any obligation concerning the reduction or limitation of their 

armed forces and armaments. The NATO countries motivate their 

negative attitude in this respect by the alle-:;ed lack of a~reement 

on numerical data. Hhen the socialist countries responded to excessive 

i·Jestern estimates of the numerical strength of the vvarsaw Treaty armed forces 

by submitting official data on their own forces, the i'JATO countries reacted 

with another excessive estimate, speaking of an additional strength of over 

50,000 men. To date, they have not given any reason for that nev estimate, 

thus preventing urgently needed results in the negotiations. The Vienna talks 

are typical of the phenomenon that the demand for more openness and 

transparency sometimes is used as a pretc:~t fer covering up the lack of 

goodwill. 

On the whole, \·Te have the follm·ring picture: the solution of one task 

is made contingent on the solution of another. The solution of the second task 

1s then lin:~ed to that of ..1 third one. Houever aQ;reement on the third 

is simply rejected, thus destroying the basis for the solution of all the 

other problems. 

In our statement we commented on certain objections to draft resolution 

A/C.l/36/1.2, that were linked to the situation in Europe. Looked at more closely, 

one can see that those objections are not well founded. We are firmly convinced 

that the prohibition of the first use of nuclear weapons is in the very own 

security interests of the States in Europe as vrell as in the other regions of 

the imrld and, therefore, ve w·ish to reaffirm our full support for the proposal 

before us. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I shall now call on those representatives who wish 

to exercise their right of reply. 

~T.· AWANIS (Iraq) (interpretation from Arabic): In his statement today, 

the representative of the Zionist entity tried to misrepresent some positive 

facts which are well known to the members of the First Committee. In point 

of fact) the statement of that representative was a repetition of his previous 

claims put forward before this Committee, particularly with regard to the 

draft resolution he sutmitted last year~ which he had to withdraw because he 

fully realized that it would meet with defeat. 

My delegation will disregard most of the claims and allegations made by 

the representative of the Zionist entity simply because everyone is aware 

of the truth. That representative has questioned the singling out of Israel 

for censure. He would reply to him in accordance with the facts set forth in 

the report of the Group of Experts to Prepare a Study on Israeli Nuclear 

Armament (A/36/431), as that report reiterated that the Zionist entity has not 

announced formally its renunciation of atomic weapons and has refused to 

place its nuclear facilities under international control; it has also refused 

to sign and ratify the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Moreover, it has the power 

and capability to produce nuclear weapons and has enough political reasons 

to motivate its recourse to the nuclear option. 

As to the several queries raised about my country, I shall confine myself 

to recalling the statement of the Director-General of the International Atomic 

Energy Agency made before the General Assembly a few days ago) when he confirmed 

that the Iraqi nuclear plant was designed for peaceful purposes and that 

inspectors from the International Atomic Ener~y Agency had inspected it and 

did not find any proof that the plant was intended for anything but peaceful 

purposes. 
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~~. AL-HAMZAH (Democratic Yemen) (interpretation from Arabic): My 

delegation wishes to exercise its right of reply to the allegations made 

against Democratic Yemen this morning in the course of the statement of the 

representative of the United States before the First Committee. 

We are used in this Committee to hearing allegations by the United States 

delegation, and we have heard enough such things this year. \Je have listened to 

previous statements in exercise of the right of reply~ but we remain unconvinced 

of the validity of their argument as to general and complete disarmament or 

curbing their increasing ambitions to dominate, to create spheres of influence, 

plunder the riches of other countries and carry out open intervention and 

interference in the domestic affairs of other countries. 

The United States delegation, speaking this morning about the special item 

on the Indian Ocean) referred to the practices of its country in the ~d Hoc 

Committee on the Indian Ocean, to the fact that it did not recognize the 

Indian Ocean as a. zone of peace in accordance with General Assembly resolution 

2832 (XXVI), of 16 December 1971, and to the further fRet that it had held up the 

convening of the conference on the Indian Ocean that had been envisaged by 

the General Assembly at two consecutive sessions. 

However, the United States representative said nothing about the ag~ressive 

intentions of the United States to dominate our area, or about its continued 

threats to occupy the oil fields and to expand its Diego Garcia base. Nor 

was their any mention of the installation of nuclear arms on that base, or 

of the United States attempts to establish other bases for aggression in the 

area. 

There is also another factor: its continued support of the racist regimes 

in South Africa and occupied Palestine, and the fact that it has continued 

to equip those racist regimes with the necessary material and equipment. 

The United States representative also failed to mention Israel's racist nature 

as revealed by the Israeli raid against the Iraqi nuclear reactor, as well as 

by its continued shelling of Arab civilians in southern Lebanon, the continued 

occupation of Arab territories and the complete denial of the national 

rights of the Palestinian people. 
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Nor uid the representative of the United States speak of its new alliance 

with Israel which has allowed Israel to become an extension of United States 

military misht, in complete disregard of our unanimous wish to declare the 

Middle East a nuclear-weapon-free zone. If the United States is really 

interested in proclaiming the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, its representative 

should have referred to all these important, vital aspects of its policy which 

has assumed alarming dimensions. He should have spoken of its intentions, 

demonstrated by the dispatch of various military units to carry out military 

manoeuvres in our area on the ninth day of this month. He should also have 

spoken about the other factors which led it to establish the rapid deployment 

forces to "stabilize 11 the area. 

It is no surprise to hear the allegations of the United States delegation 

against my country, because we are used to these actions in our area, aimed at 

striking blows aGainst our development. The United States has pursued its 

attempts to frustrate all development processes in Yemen. 

As to the talk of so-·called Soviet influence in the area to justify the 

aggressive moves of the United States, which have always been denounced by the 

countries of the area, if the United States is really keen on establishing peace 

and security in the Indian Ocean, it must halt its acts of aggression and take 

part in the international efforts to proclaim the Indian Ocean a zone of 

peace. 

In conclusion, we categorically reject all allegations made by the United 

States representative against our country, which we consider as an extension 

of his country's acts of intervention and interference in our domestic affairs. 
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iir. EIL&~ (Israel): I am speaking in exercise of my rirsht of reply 

to a statement just made by the representative of Iraq. 

There is a simple prescription for slander: accuse your ad.versc.ry of every 

transgression in the Horld and then Hatch him deny the charges, hoping that 

the French proverb, qui s'excuse s 1accuse, Hould apply and some at least of the 

accusations, hovever :')reposterous, uill be remembered by the audience. The 

delegation of Israel has no intention of thus obligin~ tLe representative of 

Iraq. Suffice it to say that all the Iraqi alleGations a{~ainst Israel made 

this afternoon are a faithful recordinG of those made in the plenary Assembly 

this year~ in this Corami ttee a year ago, tuo years ago and so on. They were 

all answered by Israel. 

Tonight l'lr. Chairman, I should like to sugGest, through you, as I did last year, 

that rather than exchange them in a repetitive altercation, Israel and Iraq 

should submit their rights of reply in uritinc;, duly recorded in the 

verbatim records. He l·roulo. save the United Hat ions much money and not try the 

patience of the Cormnittee. 

The meeting rose at 6.25 p.m. 




